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Mathematical Thinking and Problem Solving
Pearson Higher Ed
Mathematical ThinkingMath Classics
Mathematical Thinking Elsevier
Funded by the National Science Foundation and successfully field-tested in a
variety of settings, the materials presented give teachers the opportunity to
grow as learners for the classes they teach.
A Study of Numerate Practice Lulu.com
Developing logical thinking and fundamental mathematical ideas, and
using problems that pique students' mathematical curiosity, this work
aims to prepare readers for all upper-division mathematics courses and
improve their skills in presenting coherent arguments.

Activities and Investigations for Grade 6-12 Teachers
Academic Press
Thinking Mathematically is perfect for anyone who
wants to develop their powers to think
mathematically, whether at school, at university or
just out of interest. This book is invaluable for anyone
who wishes to promote mathematical thinking in
others or for anyone who has always wondered what
lies at the core of mathematics. Thinking
Mathematically reveals the processes at the heart of
mathematics and demonstrates how to encourage and
develop them. Extremely practical, it involves the
reader in questions so that subsequent discussions
speak to immediate experience.
Current Themes, Trends, and Research Psychology Press
This survey book reviews four interrelated areas: (i) the relevance of
heuristics in problem-solving approaches – why they are important and what
research tells us about their use; (ii) the need to characterize and foster
creative problem-solving approaches – what type of heuristics helps learners
devise and practice creative solutions; (iii) the importance that learners
formulate and pursue their own problems; and iv) the role played by the use
of both multiple-purpose and ad hoc mathematical action types of
technologies in problem-solving contexts – what ways of reasoning learners
construct when they rely on the use of digital technologies, and how
technology and technology approaches can be reconciled.
Broadening the Scope of Research on Mathematical Problem Solving
Springer
Authored by a leading name in mathematics, this engaging and clearly
presented text leads the reader through the tactics involved in solving
mathematical problems at the Mathematical Olympiad level. With
numerous exercises and assuming only basic mathematics, this text is

ideal for students of 14 years and above in pure mathematics.
Mathematical Reasoning Springer
This volume presents a state-of-the-science review of the most
promising current European research -- and its historic roots of
research -- on complex problem solving (CPS) in Europe. It is an
attempt to close the knowledge gap among American scholars
regarding the European approach to understanding CPS. Although
most of the American researchers are well aware of the fact that
CPS has been a very active research area in Europe for quite some
time, they do not know any specifics about even the most
important research. Part of the reason for this lack of knowledge
is undoubtedly the fact that European researchers -- for the most
part -- have been rather reluctant to publish their work in English-
language journals. The book concentrates on European research
because the basic approach European scholars have taken to
studying CPS is very different from one taken by North American
researchers. Traditionally, American scholars have been studying
CPS in "natural" domains -- physics, reading, writing, and chess
playing -- concentrating primarily on exploring novice-expert
differences and the acquisition of a complex skill. European
scholars, in contrast, have been primarily concerned with problem
solving behavior in artificially generated, mostly computerized,
complex systems. While the American approach has the
advantage of high external validity, the European approach has
the advantage of system variables that can be systematically
manipulated to reveal the effects of system parameters on CPS
behavior. The two approaches are thus best viewed as
complementing each other. This volume contains contributions
from four European countries -- Sweden, Switzerland, Great
Britain, and Germany. As such, it accurately represents the bulk
of empirical research on CPS which has been conducted in
Europe. An international cooperation started two years ago with
the goal of bringing the European research on complex problem
solving to the awareness of American scholars. A direct result of
that effort, the contributions to this book are both informative and
comprehensive.
Solving Mathematical Problems Heinemann Educational Publishers
The innovative volume seeks to broaden the scope of research on
mathematical problem solving in different educational environments. It
brings together contributions not only from leading researchers, but also
highlights collaborations with younger researchers to broadly explore
mathematical problem-solving across many fields: mathematics education,
psychology of education, technology education, mathematics popularization,
and more. The volume’s three major themes—technology, creativity, and
affect—represent key issues that are crucially embedded in the activity of
problem solving in mathematics teaching and learning, both within the
school setting and beyond the school. Through the book’s new pedagogical
perspectives on these themes, it advances the field of research towards a
more comprehensive approach on mathematical problem solving.
Broadening the Scope of Research on Mathematical Problem Solving will
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prove to be a valuable resource for researchers and teachers interested in
mathematical problem solving, as well as researchers and teachers interested
in technology, creativity, and affect.
The Nature of Mathematical Thinking World Scientific
In the early 1980s there was virtually no serious communication among
the various groups that contribute to mathematics education --
mathematicians, mathematics educators, classroom teachers, and
cognitive scientists. Members of these groups came from different
traditions, had different perspectives, and rarely gathered in the same
place to discuss issues of common interest. Part of the problem was
that there was no common ground for the discussions -- given the
disparate traditions and perspectives. As one way of addressing this
problem, the Sloan Foundation funded two conferences in the
mid-1980s, bringing together members of the different communities in
a ground clearing effort, designed to establish a base for
communication. In those conferences, interdisciplinary teams reviewed
major topic areas and put together distillations of what was known
about them.* A more recent conference -- upon which this volume is
based -- offered a forum in which various people involved in education
reform would present their work, and members of the broad
communities gathered would comment on it. The focus was primarily
on college mathematics, informed by developments in K-12
mathematics. The main issues of the conference were mathematical
thinking and problem solving.
The Proceedings of the 12th International Congress on Mathematical
Education Pearson College Division
In the early 1980s there was virtually no serious communication among
the various groups that contribute to mathematics education --
mathematicians, mathematics educators, classroom teachers, and
cognitive scientists. Members of these groups came from different
traditions, had different perspectives, and rarely gathered in the same
place to discuss issues of common interest. Part of the problem was
that there was no common ground for the discussions -- given the
disparate traditions and perspectives. As one way of addressing this
problem, the Sloan Foundation funded two conferences in the
mid-1980s, bringing together members of the different communities in
a ground clearing effort, designed to establish a base for
communication. In those conferences, interdisciplinary teams reviewed
major topic areas and put together distillations of what was known
about them.* A more recent conference -- upon which this volume is
based -- offered a forum in which various people involved in education
reform would present their work, and members of the broad
communities gathered would comment on it. The focus was primarily
on college mathematics, informed by developments in K-12
mathematics. The main issues of the conference were mathematical
thinking and problem solving.
Puzzles, Paradoxes, and Problem Solving Rowman & Littlefield
This book is addressed to people with research interests in the nature of
mathematical thinking at any level, to people with an interest in
"higher-order thinking skills" in any domain, and to all mathematics
teachers. The focal point of the book is a framework for the analysis of
complex problem-solving behavior. That framework is presented in
Part One, which consists of Chapters 1 through 5. It describes four
qualitatively different aspects of complex intellectual activity:
cognitive resources, the body of facts and procedures at one's disposal;
heuristics, "rules of thumb" for making progress in difficult situations;
control, having to do with the efficiency with which individuals utilize
the knowledge at their disposal; and belief systems, one's perspectives
regarding the nature of a discipline and how one goes about working in
it. Part Two of the book, consisting of Chapters 6 through 10, presents
a series of empirical studies that flesh out the analytical framework.
These studies document the ways that competent problem solvers make
the most of the knowledge at their disposal. They include observations
of students, indicating some typical roadblocks to success. Data taken
from students before and after a series of intensive problem-solving
courses document the kinds of learning that can result from carefully
designed instruction. Finally, observations made in typical high school

classrooms serve to indicate some of the sources of students' (often
counterproductive) mathematical behavior.
Problem-Solving Strategies for Efficient and Elegant Solutions,
Grades 6-12 World Scientific
This engaging book offers an in-depth introduction to teaching
mathematics through problem-solving, providing lessons and
techniques that can be used in classrooms for both primary and
lower secondary grades. Based on the innovative and successful
Japanese approaches of Teaching Through Problem-solving
(TTP) and Collaborative Lesson Research (CLR), renowned
mathematics education scholar Akihiko Takahashi demonstrates
how these teaching methods can be successfully adapted in
schools outside of Japan. TTP encourages students to try and
solve a problem independently, rather than relying on the format
of lectures and walkthroughs provided in classrooms across the
world. Teaching Mathematics Through Problem-Solving gives
educators the tools to restructure their lesson and curriculum
design to make creative and adaptive problem-solving the main
way students learn new procedures. Takahashi showcases TTP
lessons for elementary and secondary classrooms, showing how
teachers can create their own TTP lessons and units using
techniques adapted from Japanese educators through CLR.
Examples are discussed in relation to the Common Core State
Standards, though the methods and lessons offered can be used in
any country. Teaching Mathematics Through Problem-Solving
offers an innovative new approach to teaching mathematics
written by a leading expert in Japanese mathematics education,
suitable for pre-service and in-service primary and secondary
math educators.
Mathwise World Scientific
remove remove This book was developed with the caring and
concerned adult in mind and is a one-stop for anyone who would like
to help a child develop problem solving thinking. They will become
adept at the use of problem solving strategies over the course of their
development from birth. For each age range, this book provides
developmental information, relevant mathematical concepts, sample
problems with multiple solutions, and finally activities to engage with
as a family in order to develop mathematical thinking and problem
solving skill.
Teaching Mathematics through Problem-Solving in K–12 Classrooms
Routledge
For one/two-term courses in Transition to Advanced Mathematics or
Introduction to Proofs. Also suitable for courses in Analysis or Discrete
Math. This title is part of the Pearson Modern Classics series. Pearson
Modern Classics are acclaimed titles at a value price. Please visit
www.pearsonhighered.com/math-classics-series for a complete list of titles.
This text is designed to prepare students thoroughly in the logical thinking
skills necessary to understand and communicate fundamental ideas and
proofs in mathematics-skills vital for success throughout the upperclass
mathematics curriculum. The text offers both discrete and continuous
mathematics, allowing instructors to emphasize one or to present the
fundamentals of both. It begins by discussing mathematical language and
proof techniques (including induction), applies them to easily-understood
questions in elementary number theory and counting, and then develops
additional techniques of proof via important topics in discrete and continuous
mathematics. The stimulating exercises are acclaimed for their exceptional
quality.

How to Develop it in the Classroom Routledge
The crisis around teaching and learning of mathematics and its
use in everyday life and work relate to a number of issues. These
include: The doubtful transferability of school maths to real life
contexts, the declining participation in A level and higher
education maths courses, the apparent exclusion of some groups,
such as women and the aversion of many people to maths. This
book addresses these issues by considering a number of key
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problems in maths education and numeracy: *differences among
social groups, especially those related to gender and social class
*the inseparability of cognition and emotion in mathematical
activity *the understanding of maths anxiety in traditional
psychological, psychoanalytical and feminist theories *how adults'
numerate thinking and performance must be understood in
context. The author's findings have practical applications in
education and training, such as clarifying problems of the transfer
of learning, and of countering maths anxiety.
Understanding Emotions in Mathematical Thinking and Learning
Deakin University Press
The art or skill of problem solving in mathematics is mostly
relegated to the strategies one can use to solve problems in the
field. Although this book addresses that issue, it delves deeply
into the psychological aspects that affect successful problem-
solving. Such topics as decision-making, judgment, and reasoning
as well as using memory effectively and a discussion of the
thought processes that could help address certain problem-solving
situations.Most books that address problem-solving and
mathematics focus on the various skills. This book goes beyond
that and investigates the psychological aspects to solving
problems in mathematics.
Thinking Critically to Solve Problems: Values and Finite
Mathematical Thinking OUP Oxford
Emotions play a critical role in mathematical cognition and
learning. Understanding Emotions in Mathematical Thinking and
Learning offers a multidisciplinary approach to the role of
emotions in numerical cognition, mathematics education, learning
sciences, and affective sciences. It addresses ways in which
emotions relate to cognitive processes involved in learning and
doing mathematics, including processing of numerical and
physical magnitudes (e.g. time and space), performance in
arithmetic and algebra, problem solving and reasoning attitudes,
learning technologies, and mathematics achievement.
Additionally, it covers social and affective issues such as identity
and attitudes toward mathematics. Covers methodologies in
studying emotion in mathematical knowledge Reflects the diverse
and innovative nature of the methodological approaches and
theoretical frameworks proposed by current investigations of
emotions and mathematical cognition Includes perspectives from
cognitive experimental psychology, neuroscience, and from
sociocultural, semiotic, and discursive approaches Explores the
role of anxiety in mathematical learning Synthesizes unifies the
work of multiple sub-disciplines in one place
The European Perspective Springer
This updated edition presents ten strategies for solving a wide range of
mathematics problems, plus new sample problems.

Mathematical Problem Posing Heinemann Educational Books
Why do some children seem to learn mathematics easily and
others slave away at it, learning it only with great effort and
apparent pain? Why are some people good at algebra but terrible
at geometry? How can people who successfully run a business as
adults have been failures at math in school? How come some
professional mathematicians suffer terribly when trying to balance
a checkbook? And why do school children in the United States
perform so dismally in international comparisons? These are the
kinds of real questions the editors set out to answer, or at least
address, in editing this book on mathematical thinking. Their goal
was to seek a diversity of contributors representing multiple
viewpoints whose expertise might converge on the answers to
these and other pressing and interesting questions regarding this
subject. The chapter authors were asked to focus on their own

approach to mathematical thinking, but also to address a common
core of issues such as the nature of mathematical thinking, how it
is similar to and different from other kinds of thinking, what
makes some people or some groups better than others in this
subject area, and how mathematical thinking can be assessed and
taught. Their work is directed to a diverse audience --
psychologists interested in the nature of mathematical thinking
and abilities, computer scientists who want to simulate
mathematical thinking, educators involved in teaching and testing
mathematical thinking, philosophers who need to understand the
qualitative aspects of logical thinking, anthropologists and others
interested in how and why mathematical thinking seems to differ
in quality across cultures, and laypeople and others who have to
think mathematically and want to understand how they are going
to accomplish that feat.
Patterns, Problems, Conjectures, and Proofs CRC Press
A perennial bestseller by eminent mathematician G. Polya, How to
Solve It will show anyone in any field how to think straight. In lucid
and appealing prose, Polya reveals how the mathematical method of
demonstrating a proof or finding an unknown can be of help in
attacking any problem that can be "reasoned" out—from building a
bridge to winning a game of anagrams. Generations of readers have
relished Polya's deft—indeed, brilliant—instructions on stripping away
irrelevancies and going straight to the heart of the problem.
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